Registry Inspection Card
Goat Inspection ID#: ____________ Date: _______________
Does this goat have wattles or was born with wattles? □ YES □ NO
Traits (Pg. #)
1. Ears (10)

Standard

Minimal

Pendulous

Disqualifying

Long pendulous ears that are
kept lifted.

Well spaced (1” minimum) symmetrical horns, gently curving
back and away from head
3. Topknot (30) Fully developed mohair topknot
4. Chin & Neck Full chin cover
2. Horns (12)

High, close horns.
Asymmetrical horns.
Polled or dehorned.
Hairy, kempy or no topknot.
Covered to jaw but bare jawline.

Short, pendulous round
(gopher) ears, short upright
ears.

Straight when viewed from front
or rear; well-spaced feet with
strong pasterns and good bone
size

Cowhocked, crooked or posty
legs.
Weak pasterns.
Malformed or splayed toes.

Well defined locks with good
luster

Open fleece; loose locks.
Low luster.

Bare jaw-line extending down
neck.
Wattles.
Lacking in vigor
Poor constitution; unthrifty.
Very small (doe < 50 pounds &
buck under 70 pounds)
Extremely roached or swayed
back.
Overly steep croup.
Hocks that touch when goat
walks.
Shoulders spring out from the
body.
Pasterns that touch the ground.
No lock definition.
No luster or double coated.

Fleece uniform in style, character, length, fineness and lock
type. (slight change in either
the neck or britch is acceptable)

Neck one grade coarser than
main fleece.
Short or coarse britch.
(Fleece changes twice)

Fleece irregular in style, character, length or fineness; more
than two changes within the
fleece.

10. Freedom
from Kemp &
Medulated
Fiber (36)

No visible kemp.
Minimal medulated fibers <1.5%
of the fleece

Kemp fibers throughout the
fleece.

11. Yield (38)

At least 4 pounds in six months

< 1.5% kemp on topline OR
through britch area.
More than 2% medulated fibers
throughout the fleece.
3-4 pounds in six months.

12. Mouth (25)

Teeth meet pad
Symmetrical testicles; no more
than 1 inch split in scrotum and
no more than 2 teats

Upper jaw shorter than lower.
1-3 inch split in scrotum.
Small or slight asymmetry in
testicles.
Extra teats.
Moderate cover; lighter in armpits, around udder/testicles.
Light coverage or bare inside of
legs; front or rear (not both).
Legs must be covered on outside.

Deformed or overshot jaw.
Scrotum split > 3 inches.
Missing testicle(s).

Cover (32)
5. Constitution Adequate size; deep, wide
(15)

6. Back (18)

7. Legs (20)

8. Lock Definition (34)
9. Uniformity
(35)

13. Reproduction (26)

chest, good body capacity,
spring of rib & substantial bone
size
Straight with a gentle slope to
rump

14. Belly
Cover (28)

Full coverage with good mohair

15. Leg Cover

Covered to knee, inside and
outside

(29)

Points

Undersized, narrow or shallow
chest, flat ribs

Roached or swayed
Steep croup

Points

< 3 pounds in six months.

Light coverage or fuzzy nonmohair fleece over belly.
Mohair does not extend to
knees.
Bare inside both front and rear
legs.
Points

Recommendation:
□ REGISTERABLE GOAT—Goat has only one or no minimal traits.
□ RECORDABLE GOAT—Goat does not meet standard as it has two or more minimal traits or disqualification(s).
Inspector Signature: _________________________________ Print Name: _______________________________
Coordinator’s Guidelines
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